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TOPIC 6
The biomechanics of human
movement

OVERVIEW
6.1 Introduction to biomechanics
6.2 Motion
6.3 Balance and stability
6.4 Fluid mechanics
6.5 Force
6.6 Topic review

OUTCOMES
In this topic students will:

• explain how body structures influence the way the body moves (P7)
• describe biomechanical factors that influence the efficiency of the body in motion. (P9)
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6.1 Introduction to biomechanics
Biomechanics is a science concerned with forces and the effect of these forces on and within the human body.
The word biomechanics originates from two words. ‘Bio’ means life. Mechanics is a branch of science that
explores the effects of forces applied to solids, liquids and gases.

Biomechanics is very important to understanding techniques used in sport. It is of value to both coach and
player because it is concerned with the efficiency of movement. A knowledge of biomechanics helps us to:

• choose the best technique to achieve our best performance with consideration to our body shape. For
instance, an understanding of the biomechanical principles that affect athletic movements, such as the
high jump, discus throw, golf swing and netball shot, improve the efficiency with which these movements
are made. This improves how well we perform the skill.

• reduce the risk of injury by improving the way we move
• design and use equipment that contributes to improved performance.

Application
Newton’s laws
Much of the content of this topic will directly or indirectly relate to Newton’s three laws of motion. Although we
are generally focused on the application of biomechanical principles to the forms of movement experienced in
sport and activity, we need some understanding of these laws. Go to the Newton’s laws weblink in the
Resources tab to watch a video about them.

Inquiry
Newton’s laws
Using what you learned from the Newton’s laws weblink in the Resources tab or through other online research,
write down Newton’s three laws of motion. List any skill, such as kicking a soccer ball, where you think these
laws might apply.

 

Weblink: Newton’s laws

6.2 Motion
In biomechanics, the term motion is used to describe movement and path of a body. Some bodies may be ani-
mate (living), such as golfers and footballers. Other bodies may be inanimate (nonliving), such as basketballs
and footballs.

We see motion in all forms of physical activity. Part of a person’s body (for example, the arm) may be
moved from one position to another. The entire body may be moved from one place to another as in cycling,
running and playing basketball.

There are a number of types of motion: linear, angular and general motion. How motion is classified
depends on the path followed by the moving object. We will focus on linear motion in a range of sporting
activities and apply the principle to enhancing performance.
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6.2.1 Linear motion
Linear motion occurs when a body and all parts connected to it travel the same distance in the same direction
and at the same speed. An example of linear motion is a person who is standing still on a moving escalator or
in a lift. The body (the person) moves from one place to another with all parts moving in the same direction
and at the same time.

FIGURE 6.1 This skier is experiencing linear motion.

The easiest way to determine if a body is experiencing linear motion is to draw a line connecting two parts
of the body; for example, the neck and hips. If the line remains in the same position when the body moves
from one position to another, the motion is linear. This is shown in figure 6.2.

FIGURE 6.2 When the lines remain parallel and equal, the motion
is linear.
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Examples of linear motion include swimming and sprint events where competitors race following a straight
line from start to finish. Improving performance in activities that encompass linear motion usually focuses
on modifying or eliminating technique faults that contribute to any non-linear movements. Excessive up and
down, rotational and lateral movements are examples of faults that erode performance directed towards achiev-
ing the shortest, most efficient pathway. Sprinters who rotate their arms across their bodies and swimmers
who use an irregular arm pull that results in a zigzag movement pattern along the pool surface are examples
of poor application of linear motion. Go to the Basic biomechanics weblink in the Resources tab (watch the
first three minutes only) to review types of motion.

Application
Linear motion and swimming performance
The 50-metre sprint in swimming is an example of the application of predominately linear motion in a sporting
event. Poor swimming technique can result in wasted energy and poor performance. The aim in sprinting is to
direct all body action directly up the pool by eliminating excessive rotational and lateral movements.

Use the Freestyle weblink in the Resources tab to explore further.
Read the technique points and watch each of the short videos.

1. List 10 points that you consider to be fundamental to better freestyle technique.
2. On an excursion to a swimming centre, take turns with a partner in swimming a distance of about 20 metres.

Focus on trying to swim efficiently, being mindful of the points you have listed on better technique. The
observer should provide feedback from your list about your technique following each swim.

Inquiry
Application of linear motion to swimming
Discuss how the application of linear motion principles can enhance swimming performance.

 

Weblink: Basic biomechanics

Weblink: Freestyle

6.2.2 Velocity
Velocity, like speed, refers to the rate of positional change of an object and is calculated using displacement
divided by the time taken. Displacement is the movement of a body from one location to another in a particular
direction, or an ‘as the crow files’ measurement. When we run in a straight line, we can calculate in terms of
speed. However, when objects are projected or players move from one place to another on a sporting field,
the path taken is rarely straight. Because the movement is not only about how fast we move but also about
direction, velocity is a better term to use.

To illustrate the difference, think of an athlete in a 100-metre sprint whose average speed was calculated at
30 kilometres per hour. Here the direction from start to finish remains the same — a straight line. However,
because the direction of the runner is constantly changing, the same runner on a circular track running at the
same speed (30 kilometres per hour) would be measured in terms of velocity.

Similarly, a golf ball hit by a driver will rise to a point and then fall, its flight path resembling an arc.
Because its direction is constantly changing (slowly rising and then falling, and possibly moving sideways)
we calculate in terms of velocity. This will be fastest just after impact. The golf ball will continue to lose
speed until finally it succumbs to air resistance and gravity, eventually falling to the ground. Because it is
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travelling in both a vertical direction (say 70 degrees above a level ground surface) and a horizontal direction
(say 250 metres), the measurement becomes the result of these two components and is called velocity.

FIGURE 6.3 In this cross-country course, the displacement is equal to one kilometre.
However, the distance run is actually far greater because the direction is variable.

Start Finish

Five kilometres (distance) 

One kilometre (displacement)

6.2.3 Speed
When an object such as a car moves along a road, or a person runs in a race, we often refer to how fast each
is moving. This is called speed. If the runner covers a 100 metre track in 12 seconds, speed is determined by
dividing the 100 metre distance by the time:

100
12

= 8.3 metres per second (m/s)

FIGURE 6.4 Speed can be developed through application of
biomechanical principles.

Speed is important in most
sports and team games. The
player who can move quickly has
a distinct advantage in games such
as touch football, rugby and soc-
cer because not only is that player
difficult to catch, but he/she
can use their speed to gather
opponents quickly in defence.

Much of our potential for speed
is genetic and relates to the type
of muscle fibre in our bodies.
However, individuals can develop
their speed as a result of train-
ing and technique improvements,
the basis of which is the develop-
ment of power and efficiency of
movement.
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Application
Improving speed
This application requires students to perform the 30-metre flying speed test.
1. Use the 30-metre flying speed test weblink in the Resources tab for more information.
2. Record your times for the first 30 metres and the entire 60-metre sprint. Use the inbuilt calculator to predict

your 100 metre time.
3. Use the Momentum Sports and Perfect Condition weblinks in the Resources tab to establish the

characteristics of good technique in running.
4. Work in pairs with one person observing while the other performs short sprints for analysis. You could

develop a rating scale using the points listed in table 6.1 to show progress in acquiring better technique
through feedback from practice.

TABLE 6.1 Rating scale for progress in acquiring better technique through feedback from practice

Technical point Excellent Good Needs improvement Advice from observer

Toe up

Heel up

Knee up

Reach out

Claw back

Core stability

When, in the opinion of the observer, technique has improved sufficiently, re-run the test and compare times with
the previous effort.
1. Why is it called a speed test? If the test was to measure velocity, how might it differ?
2. Comment on the effect that better running technique made to speed improvement over a short distance.
3. Discuss the importance of good technique in other sporting activities such as surfing, downhill skiing and

speed skating where speed with stability is crucial to success.

 

Weblink: 30-metre flying speed test

Weblink: Momentum Sports

Weblink: Perfect Condition

 

6.2.4 Acceleration
The powerful sprinter, like a car, is able to increase speed quickly. This is called acceleration.

How do we use acceleration to enhance performance? Firstly we need to realise that acceleration requires
substantial force production, mainly by the calf, quadriceps, gluteal and upper body (vigorous arm action)
muscles. Programs that focus on developing explosive power in these parts of the body will assist in
overcoming inertia (Newton’s first law) and getting to full speed in the shortest period of time.
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FIGURE 6.5 A sprinter aims to develop a
technique that enables maximum acceleration.

 We often think of acceleration in terms of the
100-metre sprint runner — overcoming inertia with force
produced by a vigorous leg action combined with a slow
rise from crouch to upright. But acceleration is impor-
tant in many other sports and particularly in team games.
Here, players often need to accelerate not only forward
but sideways, backwards and diagonally to cover defence
or move into a space. Sometimes this is from a static start
such as in a jump ball in basketball, penalty shot in soccer
or set scrum in rugby. But often, and particularly in team
games, acceleration takes place from a position where a
player is already in motion — jogging, swerving or mov-
ing cross field. For example, when a rugby player carrying
the ball while running spots a small gap in the defence and
accelerates to avoid being tackled by the defence.

The degree to which we can improve acceleration will
vary from one person to the next. Some coaches may
work on increasing stride frequency and/or stride length.
Shorter strides assist acceleration as the foot is in con-
tact with the ground more frequently, but this reduces
stride length. Taller athletes will have a longer stride
length and necessarily lower stride frequency. However,
the longer stride will be a bigger advantage when top
speed is reached.

Acceleration improvement is reliant partly on technique but also on improving overall strength and strength-
related power. Some individuals may have a genetic advantage here with a higher proportion of white muscle
fibres relative to red muscle fibres, because acceleration requires explosive force production. Strength and
power can be developed through resistance training programs that include exercises such a calf raises, squats
and lunge walks. Plyometric activities are also important but are more relevant to the development of a con-
trolled deceleration, for example, following the release of the javelin or following a lay-up in basketball. In
terms of techniques for improving acceleration, emphasis needs to be placed on increasing/strengthening the
pushing motion of the foot while keeping the centre of gravity low and forward, all combined with a driving
arm action.

Application
Speed, acceleration and performance
Use the Run faster weblink in the Resources tab and watch the video How to run faster — speed training drills to
improve speed and form running. As a class, learn and spend some time practising the drills.

 

Inquiry
Speed, acceleration and performance
1. How might drills improve acceleration?
2. Discuss the relationship between better technique and improved acceleration.
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Weblink: Run faster

6.2.5 Momentum
Momentum (biomechanics) is a term commonly used in sport. For instance, we sometimes refer to the way
in which momentum carried a player over the line in a game of football.

Momentum is a product of mass and velocity. It is expressed as follows:

momentum = mass × velocity (M = mv)

The application of the principle of momentum is most significant in impact or collision situations. For
instance, a truck travelling at 50 kilometres per hour that collides with an oncoming car going at the same
speed would have a devastating effect on the car because the mass of the truck is much greater than that of
the car. The car would be taken in the direction that the truck was moving.

FIGURE 6.6 When moving bodies do not
travel in a straight line, it is called angular
momentum.

The same principle can be applied to certain sporting games such as rugby league and rugby union, where
collisions in the form of tackles are part of the game. However, collisions between players in sporting events
tend to exhibit different characteristics to that of objects due to a range of factors, including:

• the mass differences of the players — in most sports, we do not see the huge variations in mass that we
find between cars, bicycles and similar objects

• elasticity — the soft tissue of the body, which includes muscle, tendons and ligaments, absorbs much
of the impact. It acts as a cushion.

• evasive skills of players, which often result in the collision not being ‘head-on’. In some cases there
may be some entanglement just prior to collision, such as a palm-off or fend. This lessens the force
of impact.

FIGURE 6.7 In a baseball hit, the
momentum transferred to the ball
depends on the mass of the bat and its
linear speed at the time of impact.

The momentum described in the previous situation is
called linear momentum because the object or person is
moving in a straight line. However, there are numerous
instances in sport where bodies generate momentum but they
do not travel in a straight line; for example, a diver perform-
ing a somersault with a full twist, a tennis serve, football kick,
discus throw and golf swing. In each of these cases, the body,
part of it, or an attachment to it such as a golf club or tennis
racquet, is rotating. We call this angular momentum.

Angular momentum is affected by:
• angular velocity. For example, the distance we can hit

a golf ball is determined by the speed at which we can
move the club head.

• the mass of the object. The greater the mass of the
object, the more effort we need to make to increase the
angular velocity. It is relatively easy to swing a small
object such as a whistle on the end of a cord. Imagine the
effort that would be needed to swing a shot-put on a cord.

• the location of the mass in respect to the axis of
rotation. With most sport equipment, the centre mass
is located at a point where the player is able to have
control and impart considerable speed. Take baseball
bats and golf clubs for example. Here, the centre of mass
is well down the shaft on both pieces of equipment.
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This location enables the player to deliver force by combining the mass of the implement at speed in a
controlled manner, thereby maximising distance.

Application
Angular momentum in stick games
1. Choose two pieces of sporting equipment used for hitting, such as golf clubs or hockey sticks. Select the

type of ball normally hit with this type of equipment. Shorten the shaft of one of the sticks (you may have a
piece of damaged equipment that could be used, or move your hands well down the shaft of the equipment).

2. Place the ball on the ground and hit each of the balls as far as possible. Measure the distance that each of
the balls was hit.

3. What were the distances of each of the respective hits?
4. Explain the difference in terms of the ability to generate angular momentum.
5. Sportspeople such as golfers and hockey players sometimes need to ‘shorten the shaft’ to play a particular

shot. Use sporting examples to explain why this change of technique might be necessary and the
implications for momentum on performance.

Inquiry
Principles of motion
Copy the mind map in figure 6.8 into your workbook and then complete it by identifying specific principles that
support the motion principles identified.

FIGURE 6.8 Mind map to summarise the
principles of motion

Linear
motion

Momentum Velocity

SpeedAcceleration

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Enhanced
performance

6.3 Balance and stability
6.3.1 Centre of gravity
T he centre of gravity of an object is the point at which all the weight is evenly distributed and about which
the object is balanced. Knowing the position of the centre ot gravity is very important to improving sport
performance. In a rigid object such as a cricket ball or billiard ball, the centre of gravity is in the centre of
the object. This means that the mass is equally distributed around this point; that is, the weight is equally
balanced in all directions. If the object has a hollow centre, such as a tennis ball or basketball, the centre of
gravity is located in the hollow centre of the ball (see figure 6.9(a)).
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However, some objects commonly used in sport are not exactly spherical or have an evenly distributed
mass; for example, the tenpin bowling ball or the lawn bowl. Both have a ‘bias’; that is, a slight redistribution
of the mass to one side of the object. When the object is rolled on a flat surface, it gradually moves in the
direction of the side with the greater mass (see figure 6.9(b)).

In the human body, the position of the centre of gravity depends upon how the body parts are arranged; that
is, the position of the arms and legs relative to the trunk. Because the human body is flexible and can assume
a variety of positions, the location of the centre of gravity can vary. It can even move outside the body during
certain movements (see figure 6.10).

FIGURE 6.9 (a) If an object is perfectly round, the
centre of gravity is in its middle. (b) If the centre of
gravity is to one side, the object moves to that side
when rolled on a flat surface.

Centre of
gravity

Centre of gravity

(a) (b)

FIGURE 6.10 The point of the centre of
gravity in the human body varies according
to the position of the body.

Centre of
gravity

 

Application
Varying the centre of gravity to enhance performance
Use a range of commonly used starting positions for the 100-metre sprint. Vary the centre of gravity so that, in
some starts, it is well forward, others about centre and the remainder, well back. Use both crouch starts and
upright starts. Time each of the starts over 10 metres and record your information.
1. How were the times affected by varying the position of the centre of gravity?
2. Which position was the most successful in terms of time?
3. You are to teach the start to a group of young students. Suggest the biomechanical principles that you

consider to be most important in generating a good start.

Varying the centre of gravity in the execution of a skill can enhance performance. Skilled high jumpers
and long jumpers both lower the centre of gravity in the step or steps immediately preceding take-off. This
enables them to propel their body over a slightly longer vertical path than would otherwise be possible.

In high jump events, the athlete needs to clear the bar for the jump to be successful. Most jumpers currently
use the Fosbury flop technique to do this (see figure 6.11). The ‘flop’ is a more efficient method because the
centre of gravity does not need to clear the bar by the same margin as is required in conventional jumps, such
as the scissors. The lower the centre of gravity remains in relation to the bar (but with the body still making
a clear jump), the more efficient the movement because the jumper requires less effort to clear the bar. Using
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the scissors technique, the jumper propels his or her body considerably higher because the centre of gravity
is located higher in the body at the moment the bar is being cleared.

FIGURE 6.11 In jumping events, the closer the centre of gravity is kept to the bar
while still clearing it, the more efficient the movement.

Application
Watch the flop!
Use the Fosbury flop weblink in the Resources tab to see why this flop is more biomechanically efficient than
other methods of high jumping.

Static balance activities such as headstands and handstands require precise manipulation of the centre of
gravity. To balance on your hands as in a handstand, or on your head and hands as in a headstand, the centre
of gravity must be controlled by the base of support. If it moves away from a perpendicular position directly
over the base, the gymnast falls.

FIGURE 6.12 Manipulating the centre of gravity is important in
balance activities.

The centre of gravity
remains inside the base.

Fall

Stable
Base of
support

Centre of
gravity

Head

Head

Most learners find it difficult to
assume headstand and handstand posi-
tions because when they prepare to kick
up, they do not push their centre of grav-
ity far enough forward prior to the kick.
As a result, the body falls back in the
direction of the centre of gravity unless
it is stopped by a push from the legs.
As shown in figure 6.12, the centre of
gravity, which is located approximately
about the waist, needs to be pushed well
forward during the kick-up phase and
then moved back above the base of sup-
port to balance.
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Manipulating the centre of gravity requires considerable skill and contributes to the difficulty of skills such
as the headstand and handstand.

Application
Observing control of the centre of gravity
On mats and with appropriate support and assistance, try to perform headstands and handstands. Observe the
movements in both successful and unsuccessful attempts.
1. Discuss why some attempts were successful and others unsuccessful.
2. What advice could you give to improve the success rate?

 

Application
Observing and controlling the centre of gravity
Divide the class into half, with group one being the observers and group two the subjects. Those in group one
are to run and, at the sound of a whistle, stop quickly and maintain balance. Group two is to observe and record
group one’s success in achieving balance immediately the whistle is blown.
1. Discuss the level of success or otherwise in achieving balance quickly.
2. In what way were the arms, legs and feet manipulated in order to improve the chances of success?

Like static balance, dynamic balance activities also require skilful control of the centre of gravity. In many
moving activities, such as skiing and surfing, there is a fine line between the balance necessary for control
and loss of balance resulting in a fall.

Application
Manipulating the centre of gravity to improve performance
Select two or three students to perform a range of evasive movements, such as a swerve, sidestep and change
of direction, on a flat surface. Observe the angle of the body in each movement as the direction is changed.
Repeat the movements a number of times and record your information using a series of stick figures.
1. Plot the approximate location of the centre of gravity on each of the stick figures. Then draw three or four

lines through each stick figure, dividing it into equal segments. Can you detect any changes in the location of
the centre of gravity?

2. Discuss how the centre of gravity was being relocated to enable the change of direction to occur.
3. Explain how controlled manipulation of the centre of gravity can enhance performance.

 

Weblink: Fosbury flop

6.3.2 Line of gravity
The line of gravity is an imaginary vertical line passing through the centre of gravity and extending to the
ground. It indicates the direction that gravity is acting on the body. When we are standing erect the line of
gravity dissects the centre of gravity so that we are perfectly balanced over our base of support (the base of
support is discussed more fully in section 6.3.3). This is illustrated in figure 6.13.

Our base of support has a limited area. Widening our stance increases the size of the base of support.
However, rules of some sports and competitions limit the size of the base of support; for example, the starting
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blocks for competitive swimmers. The closer the line of gravity moves to the outer limits of the base of support,
the less stable we become.

Movement occurs when the line of gravity changes relative to the base of support. Movement results in a
momentary state of imbalance being created, causing the body to move in the direction of the imbalance. In
specialised sporting movements, such as the start in athletics, diving and rhythmic gymnastics, the precision
with which the line of gravity moves in relation to the base of support directly affects the quantity and quality
of movement.

During practice of specialised skills, athletes progressively develop a feel for the line of gravity relative to
the base of support, enabling the controlled instability required for movement. This means that less force is
required to initiate the desired movement. For example, swimmers on the blocks bend forward, moving the
line of gravity to the edge of the base of support so that less force is required to execute the dive. Springboard
divers do likewise by moving the line of gravity to the front edge of their base of support, enabling frontward
movement with the take-off. This is illustrated in figure 6.14.

FIGURE 6.13 We are perfectly
balanced when the line of
gravity dissects the centre
of gravity.

Base of
support

Centre of
gravity

Line of gravity

FIGURE 6.14 The line of gravity relative to the base of support
moves to initiate movement.

Base of support

Centre of
gravity

Centre of
gravity

Base of support

Line of gravity

Inquiry
Line of gravity and the sprint start
Use the Sprints weblink in the Resources tab to observe the seven photographs and read the technique points
for the standing, crouch four point, 40-yard dash, three point and block starts. Print the information sheet (or
alternatively source similar images of sprint starts) and draw a thick line that identifies the exact position of the
base of support in each of the photographs. Try to locate the centre of gravity for individuals in each of the
photographs. Then draw the line of gravity through the centre of gravity and extend to the base of support.
Comment on how far the line of gravity is relative to the extreme edge of the base of support and if you think this
would enable a more efficient start. Justify your answer.

 

Weblink: Sprints
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6.3.3 Base of support
Sustaining the balance of all individuals and objects is a base of support. The base of support refers to an
imaginary area that surrounds the outside edge of the body when it is in contact with a surface. It affects our
stability or our ability to control equilibrium. A narrow base of support allows the centre of gravity to fall
close to the edge of the base of support. Only a small force is needed to make the person lose their balance
(see figure 6.15). A wide base of support is essential for stability because the centre of gravity is located well
within the boundaries.

FIGURE 6.15 A wide base of support promotes stability.

wide base stability narrow base instability

The relative position of the centre of gravity to the base of support is important for stability. The further
the centre of gravity from the base, the more unstable is the body or object. There are many examples where
athletes use the base of support to their advantage.

• The gymnast performing a pirouette has a very narrow base of support and must work hard to
ensure that their centre of gravity remains within the base.

• Wrestlers widen their base of support to prevent their opponents from moving them into a
disadvantageous position.

• Tennis players lower the centre of gravity and widen the base of support in preparation to receive a
fast serve. This enhances balance and enables the centre of gravity to be moved in the desired
direction more readily.

• Swimmers on the blocks widen their feet and move the centre of gravity forward to improve
their acceleration.

• Golfers spread their feet to at least the width of their shoulders to enhance balance when they rotate
their body during the swing.

Application
Base of support and different positions
Have five students assume a range of positions with varying bases of support; for example, a pirouette,
headstand, crouch balance, start and boxing stance. Try to move each student from their position. Record
the results.
1. Draw the shape and size of the base of support for each activity above. Compare the amount of effort

required to displace each person from their position.
2. Discuss the degree to which the mass of the student affected your ability to dislodge each from their position.
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Application
Base of support and changing stances
Choose a golf club or hockey stick. Hit five balls with your feet together (narrow base of support) and five balls
using a normal stance. Measure the distances for each hit and calculate an average distance for each piece of
equipment.
1. How much variation was there in average distances between the different stances?
2. Discuss why there was a difference.
3. Suggest five other activities where knowledge of the base of support is important to improving performance.

Inquiry
Base of support and improving skills
Choose any sport or activity. Discuss how knowledge of the centre of gravity and base of support could enhance
performance in a range of skills in that sport.

 

Weblink: Balance and stability

6.4 Fluid mechanics
Fluid mechanics is a branch of mechanics that is concerned with properties of gases and liquids. An under-
standing of fluid mechanics is important for performance improvement because physical activities such as
running, throwing and swimming all take place in fluid environments, be it air, water or a combination of both.

The type of fluid environment we experience impacts on performance. For example, when we throw a
javelin, hit a golf ball or swim in a pool, forces are exerted on the body or object and the body or object exerts
forces on the surrounding fluid. Knowledge about how to equip ourselves and better execute movements in
specific fluid environments improves safety and can significantly enhance performance.

FIGURE 6.16 Examples of fluid environments in which we perform

6.4.1 Flotation
You have probably observed that some people appear to float better in water than others. Many people are
able to push and glide from the pool wall, floating momentarily but then sinking, usually feet first. Others
have difficulty getting under the surface of the water during a ‘duck dive’, their feet kicking and splashing on
the surface as they try to submerge.
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The ability to float — to maintain a stationary position on the surface of the water — varies from one person
to another. Flotation impacts on swimming, survival in water and even our ability to learn to swim. To better
understand flotation, we need firstly to understand the impact of forces that act on a floating body or object.

Our body floats readily on water when the forces created by its weight are matched equally or better by the
buoyant force of the water. Buoyant force is the upward force on an object produced by the fluid in which
it is fully or partially submerged. For an object to float, it needs to displace an amount of water that weighs
more than itself. Conversely, if the object displaces a quantity of water that weighs less than itself, it sinks.
Hence, wearing a personal flotation device (PFD) increases buoyancy because its size displaces a lot of water
with only a minimal increase in weight.

The water displaced by the object does not lie directly below it, as illustrated in figure 6.17, but spreads
throughout the pool (or whatever confines the water) and exerts forces on all surfaces of the body or object. Go
to the Why do things float? weblink in the Resources tab to see a video where this principle of displacement
is explained further.

FIGURE 6.17 The swimmer’s weight is resisted by
upward forces equal to the weight of the displaced
fluid.

Displaced �uid

Buoyancy force

Gravity

Body density, or its mass per unit volume, also
impacts on the ability to float. Density is an expres-
sion of how tightly a body’s matter is enclosed
within itself. The density of the human body varies
from one person to another. The average weight
density of the human body is approximately equal
to that of water. If our weight density is high, that
is, we are relatively fat free, the body sinks in
water. Conversely, if we have higher proportions
of less compact tissue such as fat, we tend to float.
In other words, a body or object floats if its density
is less than that of the fluid. A cork, for exam-
ple, is less dense than water, allowing it to float,
while a solid metal bar has a far greater density
and consequently will sink.

Inquiry
How buoyancy works
Use the How stuff works weblink in the Resources tab for more information about buoyancy.
1. Explain why a bowling ball sinks to the bottom of the tank while a basketball stays close to the surface.
2. Discuss the effect of body composition on flotation.

 
You have probably observed that the human body does not float evenly if left in the prone position. This

is because the density of the human body (body composition) is not uniform as it is composed of different
materials. Diverse body tissue including bone, fat and muscle each has a specific density. Some materials
are considered to be relatively dense, such as teeth and bones, whereas other parts such as lung tissue and
intestines have lower densities.

Again, the distribution of organs and tissue throughout the body makes some areas less dense in comparison
to others. For example, the upper body contains the lungs (low density tissue), making this area less dense
than the lower body, which contains a high percentage of bone and muscle. Because human body density is
not uniform, average total body density is the determining factor in flotation.

The degree of density changes the buoyancy of an object or body. Objects with densities higher than that
of water (more mass) sink, while those with densities lower than that of water (less mass) float. However, it
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is common for people to sink non-uniformly from a horizontal, stationary floating position and this usually
begins with the feet. The positioning of tissue such as the lungs relative to the legs impacts on flotation and
affects which parts sink first.

Inquiry
Sink or float
1. Explain why some people float better than others.
2. Why might it be necessary for some people to wear personal flotation devices (PFDs) when performing skills

in deep water?
3. Explain why deep inhaling and holding breath might enhance one’s ability to float.
4. Why does the sculling arm action allow us to remain on the surface of the water?
5. Explain why you float when you stretch out but sink when you roll your body into a ball.
6. Explain why, when we push and glide, we remain on the surface of the water but begin to sink as our forward

movement stalls.

 

Weblink: Why do things float?

Weblink: How stuff works

 

6.4.2 Centre of buoyancy
If our average total body density is higher than that of water, we sink but this does not happen uniformly.
To understand why this happens we need to understand the link between the body’s centre of gravity and its
centre of buoyancy.

FIGURE 6.18 The centre of gravity of the human body is located
about the waist.

Centre of gravity

Every floating object has a centre
of gravity and centre of buoyancy.
We saw in subtopic 6.3.1 that the
centre of gravity is the point around
which the body’s weight is equally
balanced in all directions. While dif-
fering body shapes contribute to vari-
ations in the exact location of the
human body’s centre of gravity, even
when floating the centre of gravity is generally found about the waist, as illustrated in figure 6.18.

The centre of buoyancy is the centre of gravity of the fluid displaced by a floating object. Around this point,
all the buoyancy forces are balanced.

During unassisted horizontal flotation, the human body’s centre of buoyancy is not vertically aligned to
its centre of gravity. The lungs, which contain a large volume of air, draw the centre of buoyancy towards
the chest. As illustrated in figure 6.18, the body’s centre of gravity (centre of mass) is located more towards the
hips and the exact position varies from one individual to another. During an attempt to float, gravity pulls the
lower body downwards (greater mass) while the buoyant forces push the chest and upper body upwards (less
mass in this area). The result is that the body rotates until the centre of mass lies directly below the centre of
buoyancy. This leaves the body in varying degrees of diagonal positions depending on the position of the centre
of mass in each individual. The impact of varying body compositions on flotation is illustrated in figure 6.19.
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FIGURE 6.19 Body composition influences the relationship between centre of mass and centre of buoyancy,
changing the depth and angle of flotation.

Centre of mass

Centre of
buoyancy

Angle of �otation

Centre of mass

Angle of �otation

Centre of mass

Centre of buoyancy

Angle of �otation

Application
Centre of buoyancy
Work in pairs at a swimming pool with one person observing and the other recording the observations. During
the course of the exercise, the person in the water needs to assume positions listed in table 6.2 and hold each
for a period of 10–15 seconds. The recorder observes what happens to the unassisted floating body in terms of
buoyancy and rotation and records the information in the second column.

TABLE 6.2 Buoyancy and rotation of unassisted floating body

Position in water Flotation and body position changes Why it happened

Prone float

Back float

Knees to chest

Prone float with arms and legs spread

Prone float with legs supported by kickboard

Body vertical, arms by side, feet together

Side float

Duck dive (unassisted by hands and feet kick)

  

Inquiry
Centre of buoyancy
1. In pairs, use the third column in table 6.2 to explain flotation and body position changes.
2. As a class, discuss the relevance of flotation to performance of survival skills and swimming generally.
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6.4.3 Fluid resistance
FIGURE 6.20 Negative lift helps maximise
traction and improve performance.

When a body or object moves, whether it be in air or water,
it exerts a force and simultaneously encounters a resisting
force from that medium. In sporting competitions such as
swimming and athletics, drag and lift forces are constantly
responding to the object or body’s thrust. When competitors
throw objects such as the discus or javelin, or propel them-
selves forward, maximum length/speed is generated when
drag is minimised. Lift is the force that operates at right
angles to the drag.

While in most activities lift is essential in keeping the
implement airborne, sometimes negative lift is an advan-
tage. An example of using technology to create favourable
negative lift is the use of an inverted wing on Formula 1
cars (see figure 6.20) to maximise downforce and ultimately
improve performance.

There are many types of forces exerted by fluids that resist an implement or body trying to move through
it. At the same time, technological improvements have enabled us to better use the specific fluid to decrease
resistance; for example, better configuration of the dimples on a golf ball can improve its flight performance.
This is explored more fully when we examine the Magnus effect (see page xxx).

Drag is the force that opposes the forward motion of a body or object, reducing its speed or velocity. It
is a resisting force because it acts in opposition to whatever is moving through it. Drag forces run parallel
to flow direction (airflow, water), exerting a force on the body in the direction of the stream. An example
of where we find drag forces in sport is to watch a swimmer push off the pool wall following a turn. The
swimmer’s forward motion gradually decreases due to resisting forces applied by the water, which makes the
swimmer stop unless arm or leg action begins. A body that is streamlined (contoured to reduce resistance) and
technically efficient moves through the medium, creating less drag than a body that is not as streamlined. This
difference in the amount of drag created by non-streamlined and streamlined bodies is illustrated in figures
6.21 and 6.22.

FIGURE 6.21 When a body is not streamlined, considerable drag is
created, making it more difficult to move through the fluid.

Drag

Drag Water �ow

FIGURE 6.22 The streamlined body creates much less drag,
allowing it to move more efficiently through the medium.

Drag
Drag

Drag Water �ow
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The amount of drag experienced depends on a number of factors, including:
• fluid density. Because water is denser than air, forward motion in this fluid is more difficult.
• shape. If a body or object is streamlined at the front and tapered towards the tail, the fluid through

which it is moving experiences less turbulence and this results in less resistance.
• surface. A smooth surface causes less turbulence, resulting in less drag.
• size of frontal area. If the front of a person or object (area making initial contact with the fluid) is large,

resistance to forward motion is increased.
There are two types of drag forces — surface drag and profile drag. Surface drag or skin friction refers to

a thin film of the fluid medium sticking to the surface area of the body or object through which it is moving.
This layer sticks to the next layer and progressively to neighbouring layers. However, attachment to outer
layers becomes increasingly weaker until there is no attachment at all.

The fluid in the immediate vicinity of the surface of a projectile comprises the boundary layer. When an
object such as a discus is projected into a medium, pockets of fluid in the boundary layer become unstable
as the object moves through it. The thrust of the object disturbs air that is in laminar flow to make way for
its mass. This air is then forced to detour around the object but becomes mixed in the process. Some attaches
itself to the object and even rotates with it if the object is spinning. Turbulence develops, causing forces known
as surface drag to be exerted on the object (and it in turn exerts forces on the fluid), causing forward movement
to be slowed.

FIGURE 6.23 The airflow of an object moving
through a fluid becomes disrupted and some
attaches itself to the object in the boundary
layer.

Turbulent �ow

Wake

Ball direction

Boundary layer

Laminar �ow

Air�ow

The coarser or less streamlined the surface of the object,
the thicker is the boundary layer. This is illustrated in
figure 6.23 where the air ahead of the golf ball is in lami-
nar flow until disturbed by the advancing ball and causing
the formation of a boundary layer to develop around the
ball. The thick, turbulent air attached to the ball slows its
progress.
Profile drag (also called form or pressure drag) refers

to drag created by the shape and size of a body or object.
As they move through fluids, bodies or objects cause the
medium to separate, resulting in pressure differences at
their front and rear. The separation causes pockets of high
and low pressure to form, resulting in the development
of a wake or turbulent region behind the body or object.
Pressure drag is a component of the total drag, all of which
combine to slow down the object.

FIGURE 6.24 The blocking effect of bigger
objects causes greater turbulence and more
drag than more streamlined objects.

Extensive turbulence

Low pressure

High pressure

High pressure

Air�ow

Low pressure

High pressure Direction of projectile

High pressure

Little turbulence
Air�ow

Direction of projectile

(a)

(b)

When we swim, for example, fluid pressure at the front
of our body is greater than fluid pressure behind our feet.
Objects with bigger cross-sectional areas produce more
form drag in comparison to streamlined objects which,
because of their shape and smoothness, cause less drag.
Cyclists try to reduce form drag by reducing the size of
their frontal area (bending forward) and by ‘drafting’ or
following closely behind other cyclists to reap the benefits
of being in the low pressure area.

Figure 6.24(a) demonstrates an object with a large
cross-sectional area causing an extensive wake at its rear.
The wake encompasses whirling currents that tend to flow
in an upstream direction, giving rise to forces that oppose
the forward motion of the body or object. The more
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streamlined object in figure 6.24(b) causes less interference to airflow, resulting in a smaller low pressure
area and subsequently less drag.

Inquiry
The effects of drag on performance
Examine the illustrations in the left column of table 6.3. Use the right column to identify types of drag and the
effect of this on performance. Discuss your findings with the class.

TABLE 6.3 Types of drag and effects on performance

Body or object Types of drag and effect on flight/performance

Golf ball in flight

Air�ow Turbulence

Downhill speed skiing

Discus in flight

Cycle racing

Sprinting
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Much has been done to try to minimise resistance forces that oppose movement in fluid mediums. Most
developments have taken place in regard to technique, tactics, clothing and equipment design. For example:

• technique. Cyclists, speed skaters and downhill skiers all bend forward at the trunk.
• tactics. Distance runners and cyclists follow one another closely where possible.
• clothing. Tight bodysuits made of special friction-reducing fabrics are worn by runners, cyclists and

swimmers.
• equipment design. Designs of equipment such as golf balls, golf clubs, cricket bats, bicycle helmets,

footballs and surfboards are continually being modified to make them more aerodynamically efficient.

Application
Using biomechanics to improve performance
In table 6.4, compare performance A with performance B for the three activities. Under performance A, identify
relevant types of drag and elaborate on the effect this has on performance. Under performance B, identify any
technique, equipment, design and other modifications that have influenced performance/design.

TABLE 6.4 Effects of drag on performance

Performance 1A Performance 1B

Types of drag and impact on performance: Technique/equipment modifications to reduce drag:

Performance 2A Performance 2B

Types of drag and impact on performance: Technique/equipment modifications to reduce drag:

Performance 3A Performance 3B

Types of drag and impact on performance: Technique/equipment modifications to reduce drag:
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Inquiry
Applying fluid mechanics principles to movement and performance
Choose one sport from the three categories shown in table 6.4. Explain how the principles of fluid mechanics
have influenced changes designed to improve movement and performance.

 

The Magnus effect
The Magnus effect explains why spinning objects such as cricket and golf balls deviate from their normal
flight paths. When an object such as a cricket ball or golf ball is bowled or hit into the air, its spinning motion
causes a whirlpool of fluid around it that attaches to the object. According to the direction of spin, the object’s
movement is affected.

We are familiar with three types of spin. Topspin occurs when a ball or object rotates forward on its
horizontal axis causing it to drop sharply. Backspin is the opposite and occurs when a ball or object rotates
backwards, causing it to fall slowly at the end of flight. Both topspin and backspin shorten the flight of the
ball. Sidespin refers to rotation around a vertical axis, causing the ball or object to curve left or right during
flight.

FIGURE 6.25 The seam alignment, together with surface differences on
each half of a worn cricket ball, can be used to enhance its ability
to swing.

Shiny
surface

Laminar
separation

Direction of air�ow

Low pressure

Direction of swing

Rough side

Turbulent
separation

Ball �ight direction

Seam angle

Spinning causes the forma-
tion of pockets of high and low
pressure. The size of the pressure
pockets depends on the speed of
rotation and roughness of the sur-
face. Fast bowlers shine one side
of a cricket ball to enhance the
streamlining effect while leaving
it rougher (through contact with
the pitch) on the other side. This
assists a properly delivered ball
to swing during flight as one side
of the ball is able to move through
the air with less resistance than
the other side. This is illustrated
in figure 6.25. The cricket ball
experiences a force towards the
side of the low pressure causing
it to move in that direction. In
fact, where pressure differences
occur, objects always move from
the area of high pressure to low
pressure.

Two sports that rely heavily on backspin and topspin are tennis and table tennis. While the surface of the
table tennis ball is relatively smooth, the dimpled face of the bat allows considerable velocity to be imparted,
enhancing the Magnus effect. The comparatively rougher surface of the tennis ball enhances its ability to
‘grab’ air in the boundary layer and dip quickly when hit over the net with topspin. The impact of topspin
and backspin is illustrated in figure 6.26. Use the Backspin on a basketball weblink in the Resources tab to
watch the effect of backspin on a basketball dropped from a high dam wall.
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FIGURE 6.26 (a) Topspin and (b) backspin. The direction of rotation of an object causes pressure
differences that affect ball flight.

Magnus force

Direction of object
Air�ow

(a) High pressure — air moves slower

Low pressure —
air moves faster

 Rotation direction

Air�ow
Direction of object

Direction in which
the object will move

(Magnus force)

High pressure — air moves slower

Low pressure — air moves faster

 Rotation direction

(b)

Inquiry

Using fluid resistance principles to advantage
Use figure 6.27 to explain how the Magnus effect affects the flight of dimpled and non-dimpled golf balls.

FIGURE 6.27

Non-dimpled

Dimpled

 

Inquiry
Using the Magnus force to enhance performance
Choose a sporting skill such as baseball pitching or goal kicking in soccer where the Magnus force influences the
flight of the projectile. Investigate what players do to vary the Magnus effect and use it to improve performance.
Present your findings in a short presentation.

 
 

Application
Observing the Magnus effect on ball movement
1. Colour one half of a table tennis ball (as illustrated) to enable better vision of its

flight path.
2. Have an experienced table tennis player in the class serve a range of balls using

different bat surfaces to impart backspin, topspin and sidespin. Observe the flight
of the ball with each sequence of serves, noting its swing, rise or dip.
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3. Take turns in trying to return serves and note changes in technique to enable a successful return.
4. As a class discuss:

(a) the techniques/types of surfaces used to impart the various types of spin
(b) adjustments that need to be made in technique to address each type of spin.

Application
Applying spin to an object
Using soft plastic golf balls try to impart spin during a hit. You will hear the golf ball spinning if you hit it well
enough. To maximise spin, you need to hit the ball into the ground as illustrated in figure 6.28.

FIGURE 6.28

Divot

Low point

Use figure 6.28 to explain why a golf ball needs to be hit downwards to make it climb. Use the Golf physics
weblink in the Resources tab for more information.

 

eLesson: Fluid mechanics (eles-0157)

Weblink: Backspin on a basketball

Weblink: Golf physics
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6.5 Force
6.5.1 How the body applies force
Players are able to apply forces (biomechanics) to objects such as the ground to enable them to run faster, or
to a tennis racquet to enable them to hit the ball harder. In doing this, the players are confronted with opposing
forces such as gravity, air resistance and friction.

Forces can be internal or external. Internal forces are those that develop within the body; that is, by the
contraction of a muscle group causing a joint angle to decrease (for example, the contraction of the quadriceps
when kicking a football). External forces come from outside the body and act on it in one way or another. For
example, gravity is an external force that acts to prevent objects from leaving the ground (see figure 6.29).

There are two types of forces — applied forces and reaction forces (see figure 6.30). Applied forces are
forces applied to surfaces such as a running track or to equipment such as a barbell. When this happens, a
similar force opposes it from outside the body. This is called a reaction force. The result is that the runner
is able to propel his or her body along the track surface because the applied force generated by the legs is
being matched equally by the reaction force coming from the track surface. The greater the force the runner
can produce, the greater is the resistance from the track. The result is a faster time for the distance. This is
explained by Newton’s third law: ‘For every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction’. In other words,
both the runner and the track each exert a force equal to whatever force is being applied.

FIGURE 6.29 Players
experience both internal
and external forces.

Internal 
force

External
force

FIGURE 6.30 Every reaction force is matched equally by an
applied force.

Reaction force

Applied force
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We see evidence of the application of force in all physical activity. Consider the following examples: the
high jumper, discus thrower, cricket bowler and basketball player all exert forces when executing movement
skills. How effective would they be if they were suspended and had nothing to push against?

FIGURE 6.31 Applied and reaction forces increase during
the delivery stage of bowling.

Inquiry
Fast bowlers a ‘shoe-in’ for injuries
(You may use the Bowling weblink in the Resources tab for more information.)
1. How does a bowler apply force at the time of release during bowling?
2. How are forces absorbed when a bowler releases the ball?
3. What type of injuries can result when forces are applied in this manner?
4. How might improved footwear assist in the absorption of forces?

Weblink: Bowling
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Inquiry
The principles of forces
1. Use arrows to indicate the direction of the applied force and the direction of the reaction force in figure 6.32.

FIGURE 6.32

2. What would be the effect on the runner’s performance if the applied force was increased?
3. Suggest how the principle of forces could be applied to the start in running, generating a more powerful long

jump or winning a scrum in rugby with a lower pack weight.

 
To propel the body higher as in high jumping, faster as in running, or further as in long jumping, we need

to develop power (biomechanics). Power is expressed by the formula

power = work
time

where work is equal to force × distance.
An increase in strength (force) or an increase in the speed at which muscles shorten results in an increase

in power. While an increase in both causes an increase in overall power, the athlete must decide which com-
ponent (strength or speed of muscular contraction) is of greatest benefit. Jumpers and runners need to focus
on rapid muscular contraction while controlling the strength aspect. This is called speed-dominated power.
In contrast, the weight-lifter needs power and must be able to lift the weight. He or she needs to develop
strength-dominated power. By identifying the specific requirements of the sport, the athlete can be better
prepared by developing the type of power required.

6.5.2 How the body absorbs force
Forces exerted on the body are absorbed through the joints, which bend or flex in response to the impact. We
see evidence of the body absorbing forces in activities such as rebounding in basketball, landing in high jump
and stopping the bounce while on a trampoline (see figure 6.33).
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When the body lands on a floor or similar surface, it exerts a force on the surface. In response, the surface
exerts a force on the body. If we did not bend the knees and allow a slow, controlled dissipation of the forces
by the muscles, the risk of injury to the joint would be increased. In an activity such as the landing phase
of a long jump, the muscles in the front of the thigh (quadriceps) lengthen while absorbing the force (see
figure 6.34). Joint flexion helps prevent injury to surrounding tissue.

FIGURE 6.33 There are many instances in sport where the body
must absorb force.

The force is absorbed
by the trampoline and
the body.

FIGURE 6.34 Joint flexion
in absorbing forces helps
prevent injury to muscles,
tendons and ligaments.

Application
Observing forces being absorbed
Perform two long jumps — one covering a short distance and the other, the maximal distance that can be
jumped. Observe the amount of knee flexion that you experience in each of the jumps.

Inquiry
Absorbing forces
1. From your observation, was there a difference in the amount of knee flexion required for each jump in the

application above?
2. Discuss why flexion is used in a movement of this type and why we may instinctively vary the degree of

flexion.
3. To what degree do you think footwear and the landing surface assist in absorbing force?
4. Discuss why hard surfaces could result in more injuries than soft surfaces.

 
The body also absorbs forces while catching balls or similar objects. In the process of catching, a force is

exerted by the ball on the hand and a force is exerted by the hand on the ball. Catching a ball can sting if the
force of the ball is not absorbed effectively.
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The impact felt by an object being caught is the product of:
• the force of the ball
• the distance through which the hands move while receiving the ball.
Since the force of the ball remains constant, the only variable that can be changed is the distance through

which the hands move when catching the ball. To increase the catching distance and thereby absorb the force
more effectively, we can use a number of techniques, including:

• the catching arm can be outstretched. When the ball meets the hand, the arm can be drawn quickly to
the body.

• smothering the ball with the other hand
• catching with an outstretched arm and moving it past and behind the body to increase the distance over

which the ball is caught.
• pivoting the body during the catching action.
While some of these principles may help to reduce the impact from objects such as cricket balls, an overem-

phasis on reducing pain from impact may result in a dropped catch. Correct technique and practice are
essential.

Application
Observation of forces being absorbed while catching
Have two students throw an egg underarm to one another. Gradually increase the distance between the two.
Closely observe the action of the hands as they receive the egg.

It would take little force to break the egg. From your observations, discuss how the students avoided breaking
the egg for a period of time (if they did).

Application
Techniques for absorbing forces when catching balls
1. In pairs and using a range of types of ball (such as cricket balls, softballs and baseballs), practise catching

using the techniques suggested above.
2. Do you think any of the techniques suggested helped absorb the force of the balls?
3. If the techniques helped, from which technique did you find the greatest benefit? Why?

Inquiry
Analysing techniques for absorbing forces
How can the problem of absorbing force and developing technique be amalgamated in the development of
young players?

6.5.3 Application of force on an object
When applying force to objects, such as to a barbell, cricket bat or netball, there are a number of consider-
ations. First, the quantity of force applied to the object is important. The greater the force, the greater is the
acceleration of the object. A small soccer player whose mass and technique allows only small effort produc-
tion provides little force to the ball in comparison to the same ball being kicked by a bigger player (other
factors being equal) (see figure 6.35).
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FIGURE 6.35 The greater the force, the more we are able to accelerate the object.

Second, if the mass of an object is increased, more force is needed to move the object the same distance.
For example, if a football becomes heavier as a result of wet conditions, more force is required to pass or kick
it (see figure 6.36).

FIGURE 6.36 If mass increases, for example, a ball becomes wet, more force must
be applied to move the object the same distance.

More force

Third, objects of greater mass require more force to move them than objects of smaller mass (see
figure 6.37). The size of the discus, javelin and shot-put used in athletics competitions is smaller for younger
students than older students. This assumes that older students have greater mass and are thereby able to
deliver more force than younger students because of their increased size (mass) and (possibly) strength.

In many sports and activities, for example, ice skating or the hammer throw, the body rotates about an axis.
When this happens, centripetal force and centrifugal force are experienced. Centripetal forces are forces
directed towards the centre of a rotating body and centrifugal forces are directed outwards. Two examples are
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the golf swing and hammer throw. Here a body rotates, generating powerful forces on objects (in this case, a
golf club/ball and hammer ball), allowing them to be propelled distances far greater than would be possible
without body rotation.

FIGURE 6.37 As the size of an object increases, more
force is required to move it.

More force

FIGURE 6.38 To remain balanced, a hammer thrower
must lean further away from the heavy steel ball as rotation
increases.

We experience these forces often in our
lives. Passengers in cars experience cen-
tripetal and centrifugal forces each time a
car goes around a bend. The centrifugal
forces cause the passenger to slide towards
the outside of the bend. Similar forces
operate in the spin-dry cycle of a washing
machine, removing water from the clothes.
The greater the speed about the axis, the
greater the force produced.

Another example is that of ice skaters
who link arms to form a ‘chain’. When the
chain rotates about an ‘axis’ (the person
closest to the centre), considerable speed is
experienced by the person at the end of the
chain. To counteract the centrifugal force,
the skaters need to lean towards the cen-
tre and push outwards against the ice to
maintain balance.

To manage centripetal and centrifugal forces in sporting situations it is important to:
• begin carefully so that you learn to feel the forces as they develop
• respond gradually, trying to match the force exactly
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• work on your balance so that you become comfortable leaning beyond where you would normally be
balanced

• ensure you have a firm handgrip if holding an object such as a bat or high bar
• bend your knees and ensure you have good traction if working on a track, field or circuit.

Application
Applying forces
1. Place two objects of varying mass (for example, a shot-put and a tennis ball) on the classroom floor. Move

each using a similar force, such as a finger flick.
2. Which implement could you move the furthest?
3. Explain the differences in distance in terms of application of force to the masses of the respective objects.

Application
Applying forces when changing direction
Set up two lines of markers approximately five metres apart as shown in figure 6.39.

FIGURE 6.39

Start

Finish

Run to each marker, then change direction by pushing off the foot nearer that marker. Keep your pattern of
directional changes to the finish.
1. Explain how forces work in changing direction.
2. In what activities might more effective change of direction improve performance?

Inquiry
Applying forces during the take-off in a long jump
Identify ways of maximising force application to improve the distance jumped. You can use the Forces in long
jump weblink in the Resources tab for more information.
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Application
Applying forces to objects
Use the Tennis serve weblink in the Resources tab to view a video or find another video online of Roger Federer
serving.
1. Roger Federer’s first serve is around 200 kilometres per hour. How is he able to apply this much force to

the ball?
2. Why is the development of force an advantage in most sporting activities?

 

Application
Biomechanics revision
Use the Basic Biomechanics weblink in the Resources tab to review your knowledge of biomechanics and
specifically how it can be applied in practical situations.

 

Weblink: Forces in long jump

Weblink: Tennis serve

Weblink: Basic biomechanics

 

6.6 Topic review
6.6.1 Summary

• Biomechanics is a science concerned with forces and the effect of these forces on the human body.
A knowledge of biomechanics helps us choose appropriate equipment, improve technique and reduce
the risk of injury.

• Motion is the movement of a body from one position to another.
• There are three types of motion — linear, angular and general.
• Velocity is equal to displacement divided by time. It is useful when calculating how quickly people or

objects travel when their path is irregular (cross-country runner) or curved (javelin thrower).
• Speed is equal to the distance covered divided by the time taken.
• Acceleration is the rate at which velocity changes in a given amount of time. It is very important in

short distance events.
• Momentum is the quantity of motion a body possesses. It is most apparent in collision situations. When

this happens, momentum continues in the direction of the body with the greater mass (as long as other
factors are equal).

• Momentum can be linear (in a straight line) or angular (moving around a point). Angular momentum
can be seen in most activities, particularly when we use equipment such as sticks, bats and clubs.

• The centre of gravity of an object is the point about which all the weight is evenly distributed. The
centre of gravity in humans is located approximately at waist height and in the middle between the
front and back of the trunk.

• Knowledge of the location of the centre of gravity has important implications for sporting events such
as high jump.

• The line of gravity is an imaginary vertical line passing through the centre of gravity and extending to
the ground.
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• The base of support refers to an imaginary line that surrounds the outside of the body when it is in
contact with a surface. We improve balance by using a wide base of support. It becomes increasingly
difficult to balance as we narrow the base of support.

• Fluid mechanics is a branch of mechanics concerned with properties of gases and liquids.
• Our body floats when the forces created by its weight are matched equally or better by the buoyant

force of the water.
• Body density, or its mass per unit volume, impacts on the ability to float. A body or object floats if its

density is less than that of the fluid.
• The weight and distribution of organs and tissues throughout the body influences flotation and the way

the body floats (or sinks).
• The centre of buoyancy is the centre of gravity of a volume of water displaced by an object when it is

immersed in that water.
• Drag is the force that opposes the forward motion of a body or object, reducing its speed or velocity.
• Lift is the component of a force that acts at right angles to the drag.
• The amount of drag is influenced by fluid density, object shape (bulky or streamlined), surface

smoothness and size of the frontal area.
• Surface drag or skin friction refers to a thin film of the fluid medium sticking to the surface area of the

body or object through which it is moving.
• Profile drag (also called form or pressure drag) refers to drag created by the shape and size of a body or

object.
• The Magnus effect explains why spinning objects such as cricket and tennis balls deviate in the air

from a normal flight path.
• Force is the push or pull acting on a body. The body applies force in movements such as running and

jumping. These applied forces are met equally by reaction forces. The concept of applied and reaction
forces is explained by Newton’s third law.

• Power is the application of force applied rapidly. Power is important to most activities, usually of short
duration, such as jumping, starting in athletics and throwing.

• In both landing and ball-catching situations, forces can cause pain and sometimes injury. A knowledge
of biomechanical principles helps us learn to absorb these forces effectively.

• The mass of commonly used sporting objects, such as soccer balls, can vary within a game if they
become wet. The current mass of the object determines the amount of force that needs to be applied to
gain the desired result.

6.6.2 Questions
Revision
1. Define the term ‘linear motion’. Identify two different sporting activities where players utilise linear motion

for some of the time. (P9) (2 marks)
2. Use a sporting example to explain the difference between speed and velocity. (P9) (2 marks)
3. Choose one athletic event where speed is an advantage. Explain how biomechanical principles could be

applied to improve speed in this event. (P9) (4 marks)
4. What is acceleration? Describe how application of biomechanical principles can improve acceleration. (P9)

(4 marks)
5. What is the difference between linear and angular momentum? Use an example to describe how we would

identify each in a sporting situation. (P9) (4 marks)
6. What is centre of gravity? Using examples from a sporting activity, discuss how centre of gravity is

controlled to improve performance. (P9, P7). (5 marks)
7. Explain how a high jumper can clear the bar without their centre of gravity reaching the height of the bar.

(P9) (3 marks)
8. Explain the importance of the line of gravity in movement. (P7) (3 marks)
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9. What is meant by the term ‘base of support’? Describe two activities that differ in the size required for the
base of support. How do athletes in these activities control upper body movements from the base of
support? (P9, P7) (5 marks)

10. Explain how extending the arms while walking across a log assists with balance. (P7) (2 marks)
11. Explain why the ability to float might vary from one person to another. (P7) (4 marks)
12. Discuss the relationship between body density and the way we float (or sink). (P7) (5 marks)
13. Describe the relationship between the body’s centre of gravity and centre of buoyancy in terms of flotation

position. (P9) (5 marks)
14. Describe how drag and lift forces impact on the flight of a javelin. (P9) (4 marks)
15. Discuss the factors that impact on the amount of drag a body or object experiences in fluid environments.

(P9) (5 marks)
16. Explain the difference between surface drag and profile drag. (P9) (4 marks)
17. Describe how streamlining improves swimming efficiency. (P9) (2 marks)
18. Use examples to explain developments that have taken place to reduce the impact of drag. (P9) (4 marks)
19. Describe how spin affects objects that are moving through a fluid environment. (P9) (3 marks)
20. Explain the Magnus effect in terms of pressure differences and resulting flight path. (P9) (4 marks)
21. Define Newton’s third law. Use the law to explain the difference between applied and reaction force and

how these are applied to typical sporting activities. (P9) (5 marks)
22. Describe how forces are absorbed in the body. Using a catch in cricket as an example, explain how the

absorption of forces can be more effective and less painful. (P9) (4 marks)
23. Using the topspin serve as an example, discuss the factors that affect the application of force to objects.

(P7, P9) (4 marks)

Extension
24. Explain the difference between topspin, backspin and sidespin. In your answer, use examples of how these

types of spin are applied in sports using the hand, foot, racquet and a golf club. (P9) (4 marks)
25. Copy the following table on to a large piece of paper. Divide the class into four groups and complete one of

the concept areas each. Have groups report their findings. Complete the full table based on class feedback
and keep the information as a summary of the chapter. (P7, P9) (5 marks)

Concept Specific principle Example to explain how this principle
influences movement

Motion Linear motion

Velocity

Speed

Acceleration

Momentum

Balance and stability Centre of gravity

Line of gravity

Base of support

Fluid mechanics Flotation

Centre of buoyancy

Drag

Lift

Magnus effect

(Continued)
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Concept Specific principle Example to explain how this principle
influences movement

Force Applying forces

Absorbing forces

Applying force to
objects

Note: For an explanation of the key words used in the revision questions above, see Appendix 2, page xxx.

 
 

Interactivity: Revision quiz: auto-marked version (int-7241)

Interactivity: Missing word interactive quiz (int-7242)

Digital doc: Revision quiz (doc-26263)

6.6.3 Key terms
Acceleration is the rate at which velocity changes in a given amount of time. p. 242
Angular momentum is the quantity of angular motion in a body or part of a body. p. 244
Applied forces are generated by muscles working on joints. p. 262
Average total body density is an average of all the specific densities of body components such as bones,

teeth and lungs. p. 252
Backspin is the opposite and occurs when a ball or object rotates backwards causing it to fall slowly at the

end of flight. p. 259
The base of support refers to an imaginary area that surrounds the outside edge of the body when it is in

contact with a surface. p. 250
Biomechanics is a science concerned with forces and the effect of these forces on and within the human

body. p. 238
The boundary layer is that layer of fluid whose speed is reduced because it is attached to the surface of an

object that is moving through it. p. 256
Buoyant force is the upward force on an object produced by the fluid in which it is fully or partially

submerged. p. 252
Centre of buoyancy is the centre of gravity of a volume of water displaced by an object when it is

immersed in that water. p. 253
The centre of gravity of an object is the point at which all the weight is evenly distributed and about which

the object is balanced. p. 245
Centrifugal force is a force directed away from the centre of a rotating body. p. 267
Centripetal force is a force directed towards the centre of a rotating body. p. 267
The density of a body or object refers to its mass per unit volume. p. 252
Displacement is the movement of a body from one location to another in a particular direction, or an ‘as the

crow flies’ measurement. p. 240
Drag is the force that opposes the forward motion of a body or object, reducing its speed or velocity. p. 255
To float is to maintain a stationary position on the surface of the water. p. 251
Fluid mechanics is a branch of mechanics that is concerned with properties of gases and liquids. p. 251
Force (biomechanics) is the push or pull acting on a body. p. 262
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Laminar flow is a streamlined flow of fluid with no evidence of turbulence between the layers. p. 256
Lift is the component of a force that acts at right angles to the drag. p. 255
The line of gravity is an imaginary vertical line passing through the centre of gravity and extending to the

ground. p. 248
Linear momentum is a property of a body that is moving. It is equal to (or a product of) its

mass × velocity. p. 244
Linear motion takes place when a body and all parts connected to it travel the same distance in the same

direction and at the same speed. p. 239
The Magnus effect explains why spinning objects such as cricket and golf balls deviate from their normal

flight paths. p. 259
Mass refers to the amount of matter in a body. p. 244
Momentum (biomechanics) refers to the quantity of motion that a body possesses. p. 244
Motion is the movement of a body from one position to another. p. 238
Power (biomechanics) is the ability of muscle groups to contract at speed. p. 264
Profile drag (also called form or pressure drag ) refers to drag created by the shape and size of a body or

object. p. 256
Reaction forces are equal and opposite forces exerted in response to applied forces. p. 262
Sidespin refers to rotation around a vertical axis causing the ball or object to curve left or right during

flight. p. 259
Specific density is the density of a particular tissue type such as bone or lung tissue. p. 252
Speed is equal to the distance covered divided by the time taken to cover the distance. p. 241
Surface drag or skin friction refers to a thin film of the fluid medium sticking to the surface area of the

body or object through which it is moving. p. 256
Topspin occurs when a ball or object rotates forward on its horizontal axis causing it to drop sharply. p. 259
Velocity (average) refers to the rate of positional change of an object and is calculated using displacement

divided by the time. p. 240
A wake is an area of turbulence behind an object moving through a fluid. p. 256
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